
WHAT DREAM 
RETREATS ARE 
MADE OF.
Create an outdoor oasis like no other with 
innovative wood alternative decking products.

ELEGANT THROUGH AND THROUGH

EVOLVE is made from a blend of recycled pre-consumer/

post-consumer and virgin high density polyethylene. And 

EVOLVE is one solid color through to its core, so edges 

will be appealing, and any scrapes or scratches will be 

practically invisible.

EVOLVE dimensional lumber is an excellent solution for any 

residential, agricultural, municipal, or commercial project 

of any scale. Use EVOLVE in combination with any of our 

REVOLVE and TRIMAX products.

Uses: residential, agricultural, municipal, or commercial 

projects

TRIMAX is an extremely strong structural building material 

perfect for residential and commercial builds, such as 

playgrounds, marinas, and environmental walkways. 

TRIMAX structural lumber provides superior strength, 

durability and resistance to even the most extreme conditions.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHOICE

TRIMAX is made from a proprietary blend of recycled and 

virgin high-density polyethylene, along with non-organic 

strengthening additives. Unlike traditional treated wood, 

TRIMAX won’t absorb or leach any materials into the 

environment.

Uses: residential, agricultural, municipal, or commercial 

projects

Seeing all the possibilities can help spark your imagination. 
Visit us at renewplastics.com for inspiration.

Dealer Sticker Area

When properly installed for the correct application, RENEW™ Plastics will 
ensure the product benefits stated in this brochure.

Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/RenewPlastics1  |  1-800-666-5207

From decks and docks to pergolas, furniture and 

playgrounds, EVOLVE dimensional lumber is a durable 

solution for traditional and creative projects alike. EVOLVE 

is a custom designed product available in a wide array of 

shapes, colors, and lengths geared to your specific needs 

resulting in virtually endless design possibilities.
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UNMATCHED 
INNOVATION FOR 
AN ENCHANTING 
OUTDOOR SPACE.

 

With RENEW Plastics, you’ll find innovative wood-

alternative products to create the outdoor space 

you’re dreaming about. Our REVOLVE®, EVOLVE® 

and TRIMAX® products can be used in any 

combination, and are engineered to withstand the 

elements, giving you a lifetime of enjoyment with 

minimal upkeep.

BUILT FOR LIFE

We’ve engineered all RENEW Plastics 

products to repel moisture, dirt and stains, 

so they won’t peel, rot, splinter or weather. 

You’ll never have to stain, sand or paint, and 

cleaning is as simple as a spray of the hose.

WORRY-FREE WARRANTY

All RENEW Plastics products come with a 

25-year limited warranty to give you peace of 

mind that your outdoor oasis is protected.

REVOLVE is an innovative engineered composite decking 

and building material that boasts a truly wood-like matte 

finish and durability that will last a lifetime. Cutting-edge 

plastic technology gives REVOLVE a unique wood-grain 

texture and convincing look and feel no other wood-

alternative lumber can compete with.

IDEAL FOR COMFORT AND SAFETY

REVOLVE won’t splinter or crack with age, so you’ll never 

have to worry about going barefoot. And its textured finish 

makes for a more slip-resistant surface than wood.

BEAUTY AND VERSATILITY

REVOLVE is available in three timeless finishes in both 

square edge and a hidden clip system. Revolve is stocked 

in 16' and 20' lengths with complimentary trim accessories 

stocked in 8' lengths.

Uses: residential, commercial or municipal decking projects

WEATHERED CEDAR

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD

COASTAL DRIFTWOOD

NOTE: Now certified by PFS TECO; REVOLVE® is evaluated and 
tested for conformance under ASTM D7032, Standard Specification 
for Establishing Performance Ratings for Wood-Plastic Composite 
Deck Boards, as well as installation on construction complying with the 
International Residential Code (IRC) or with the International Building 
Code (IBC), available under the Research Report - 0119.


